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About This Game

Falling Bullets - Start your adventure in the tank, which you can defeat tens, hundreds and even thousands of players. The
gameplay focuses on rivalry in armored battles between players from around the world in PvP interactions. Falling Bullets are

preserved in a cartoon and friendly atmosphere.

Key Features:

- Very good looking maps

- Addictive gameplay

- Multiplayer mode

- No pay2win (I too hate that)

- Early Access

- English language support

Mode List
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- Deathmatch

- Team Elimination

Come back for more soldiers, because we win the war! Woo-hoo!
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After many games I can tell you first off that the gameplay is very strategic, and while it usually plays slowly to an inevitable
defeat, the nice mix of tower defense and turn-based combat keeps it really interesting. Playing solo is common but still pretty
difficult, so don't let the starting difficulties of "Easy" and "Too Easy" fool you.
All the visuals are really nice, and as interesting is the rich cast of characters and the well designed world. The composition of
your team will definitely stick to a select few to get a win, but every character has got a cool backstory that ties in well to their
playstyle and the overarching story. There's lots of fun writing for characters and item descriptions, which is a clever distraction
that'll get you to another loss.. One of the best roller coaster experiences out there.
Nice little story, great visuals, and a decent length.
Works really well if you get a friend to rock your chair in time with the rollercoaster movements.
Perfect for introducing your friends to VR.. Brought this with selling a bunch of trading cards, pretended to walk like a retard to
my death... defently worth my time!. Very simple humans vs. aliens tug-of-war strategy game.

It´s mindless & repetitive but good for a casual playthrough.

You simply do nothing than clicking for your various reinforcements to spawn in and watch them going to the right, till they
break through the enemy lines and destroy their base.

Many upgradeable units.
Unfortunately you cannot play as the aliens :(

I only recommend it to play in between times, otherwise it gets really boring -_-

Just don´t pay more than a dollar for it or you´ll regret it ;)

Very short playtime !. Game is really boring, cheap, bad graphics, bad gameplay etc. If you want a dinosaur game this isnt worth
it. It's super easy to find things. Somehow I wasn't managing to find an arrow in this level so I used a tip. The arrow was behind
the menu in the top corner so it was impossible for me to complete that level.

GG.. This was a nostalgic purchase on my part. I had this game on an old XP system many, many years ago, and it was fun back
then.

The game has stability issues on my current system, which I'm going to have to figure out how to correct. It's not the best City
Sim game there is, and you will probably be happier purchasing games made for today's systems.. Feels like homage to older
horror games and yet it feels fresh. Its a side scrolling horror game with heavy puzzle elements and a light story that continues
where the first left off. I thought it was great and recommend it to anyone who is looking for a little different horror game that
lasts a few hours.. DBFZ is an easy-to-learn but hard-to-master fighting game with outstanding art, tight controls, a simple and
free-form combo system, and some of the most exciting combat I've ever seen in a videogame. Overall, I don't know what more
someone could ask for from a fighting game.

Whether you are a fan of team-based fighters like Marvel, fast-paced aerial combat like BlazBlue, or the intense neutral game of
Street Fighter, I think DBFZ has something to offer that you will enjoy. If you like fighters, then you'll like FighterZ.
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What can I say about this game I wonder... Well, I can say that it's boring and not worth your time. First you more or less finish
the game on easier difficulty in just a bit of time. After that you'd either throw the game out of the window or you'll start
grinding! Grinding!!! It's not even an online game where you can show off all your grinding skills. Neither is it a kewl game that
is worth the grind to get the gold to upgrade your units high enough to complete the levels on hardest difficulty. But still, this
game is a bit too boring. You just buy units and throw grenades anyways. No control over 'em.

Lil' Sucky Gameplay to go with the review.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5wzFMDd6exQ. This game seems influenced by two things. Zelda and Invader Zim. I've
read all the main characters lines in the voice of Richard Horvitz (voice actor, did voice of Zim) thus far and it fits rather well.

Beyond that the art style is fantastic.

The game itself plays pretty decent. The levels do get reused but similar to how areas are reused in "A link between worlds".
The boss fights, oh the boss fights are amazing.

The game rewards exploration and while the "you should go here" you don't exatcly have too. You can roam around freely.. just
weapons

nuff said. One of those soundtracks that might don't fit anywhere except in the game they came from, and in those very specific
moments. Every song has its context and place. Listening to it without playing the game won't give you the same feeling, with
the probable exception of Life is Beautiful (whistle theme) and The Woods and the Goddess, both fo which are downright
amazing by themselves.
It's hard to recommend a soundtrack for this price, BUT if you liked the game you most likely know it's a good sountrack
already.

Warning: Listening to this soundtrack while drinking coffee with milk may suddenly make the letters FK appear in the coffee. It
never fails!. Beware Newbies.

After recently getting into racing games and wanting to try out a bike racing game, I picked up MotoGP 15 Compact after
reading a review from another user. I was excited to try the game and was looking forward to riding a motorbike for the first
time.

That being said, I have to warn you. This game is not for newbies. It is not an entry into racing games by any means. This game's
controls are exceptionally difficult and personally I was not willing to put the effort into learning them.

The graphics are beautiful, sound is on point and everything is top notch but those controls are extremely unforgiving, even with
all the assists turn on. I know some of you may simply think I'm a noob, but that's the whole point. From a newbie's prespective
I would definitely recommend avoiding this one as it is clearly catered to people who have experience with racing games.

I could barely keep my bike on the road and couldn't get out of last place no matter how hard I tried due to the extremely
difficult learning curve. This is not a game for newbies and definitely not for people just starting out with racing games.
Unfrortunately I can't really recommend any other alternatives so if you do want to put in the effort to learning the mechanics
and controls in this game just understand that it will take a very long time to master.. Very well put together program. Has the
windows 8 look which I don't mind but could you please add the ability to record a portion of the screen instead of just games
with direct x or the whole screen. To get around this problem I use borderless gaming.. I had fun the first hour, then because of
a bug could not pass through. After coming back to my shop I receive a message: "Your item was sold for xyz ammount", wow
but there is no way to close that message. :[
Also, there is no way to begin another game. REinstallation didnt help either, you continue from the same point.
. A game like Kancolle but Touhou version.

Great game if you love an autonomous industry that manages waifus for you.. Ok. Picked it up, on sale. What animation there
was was intriguing. Wasn't expecting too much. I think cryptic puzzles are a virtue.

Get this game. I think there is a prequel too. This would make a great gift for some puzzle hound in your life.. Great little RTS
in the same mode as Mushroom Wars, Galcon etc. And a superb follow-up to Control Craft 2.
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There's been quite a few negative reviews - so I'm writing this one on the basis of the latest patch. A new dev has taken
ownership, and has been very active:

- 24 new maps (from CC2 - but they play very different in this game, so even if you breeze through CC2, you'll find this a much
harder task to complete)
- new equipment (when I can upgrade, I suspect it will make the 24 new maps a bit easier going)
- All achievement bugs fixed
- All upgrade bugs fixed

So the game is now pretty much bug free.

Essentially each map is built as a number of resource generators. Whoever controls the generator gets the units it creates. You
send those units out to capture other generators. The AI is decent - there's a challenge here and you'll have to use the powerups
wisely on some levels to give yourself an edge (especially early on to deny the computer rapid resource capture as you tend to
start levels with less resource than the computer).

Clearing maps earns you upgrade points you can use for permanent enhancements, and also cash to buy one-time-use powerups
(lightning strike to attack enemy units, bombs to attack enemy towers etc).

So there's a lot of replayability - practically all my 18 hours at the time of this review was on the pre-patch version. With a
double-up on the number of levels, plus new upgrades (e.g. enhanced troop armour), there's probably 30 hours of game-time for
less than a pint of Guinness.

Highly recommended !

v2.0 released:
Hello Soldier! Where are you going? Return to the battlefield! The war is not over.

A new Spring Wing map has been added in the update 2.0. Yeeeez this is the airport. But not just any airport. This is a spring
airport!
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